Holiday Meadow

by Pink Chandelier

Wall Hanging: 38” x 57”

Table Topper: 49-1/2 Sq.

Wilmington Prints: A World of Possibilities  www.wilmingtonprints.com
1. Cut the following for Wall Hanging:

**Fabric A** - Referring to color diagram, fussy cut 1 panel 22-1/2” x 41-1/2” centering the picture

**Fabric B** - Referring to color diagram, fussy cut (2) 6 1/2” x 45-1/2” and (2) 6 1/2” x 26-1/2” tree stripe borders

**Fabric C** - Cut (1) 6-7/8” strip, subcut (2) 6-7/8” squares then cut 1 in half diagonally left to right for 2 triangles and the other in half diagonally right to left for 2 additional triangles

**Fabric D** - Cut (1) 2-7/8” strip, subcut (2) 2-7/8” squares

**Fabric E** - Cut (4) 2-1/2” strips, subcut (2) 2 1/2” x 41-1/2” and (2) 2-1/2” x 22-1/2” borders. Cut (6) 2-1/2” strips (binding)

**Fabric F** - Cut (1) 6-7/8” strip, subcut (2) 6-7/8” squares [then cut in half diagonally for 4 triangles], and (2) 2-7/8” squares

2. Piecing Order for Wall Hanging:

1. Draw a diagonal line on the back of 2 Fabric D 2-7/8” squares. Place a marked Fabric D square right sides together with a Fabric F 2-7/8” square. Stitch 1/4” on both sides of the marked line. Cut on the marked line and press open for 2 Unit 1. Make a total of 4 Unit 1 (2-1/2” square unfinished).

2. Sew a Fabric C 6-7/8” triangle to a Fabric F 6-7/8” triangle on the long sides to make Unit 2. Make 4 Unit 2 (6-1/2” square unfinished).

3. Sew Fabric E 2-1/2” x 41-1/2” border strips to the left and right sides of the Fabric A panel. Sew a Unit 1 to both ends of (2) 2-1/2” x 22-1/2” Fabric E border strips then add these to the top and bottom of the panel.

4. Sew Fabric B 6-1/2” x 45-1/2” border strips to the left and right sides of the bordered panel. Sew a Unit 2 to both ends of (2) 6-1/2” x 26-1/2” Fabric B border strips then add these to the top and bottom of the bordered panel.

5. The Wall Hanging measures approximately 38-1/2” x 57-1/2” (unfinished). Make backing (Fabric K) approximately 8” larger than the Wall Hanging.

6. Layer and baste Wall Hanging, batting, and backing together. Quilt as desired. Attach binding (Fabric E) and enjoy!!

---

**WALL HANGING LAYOUT**

Arrows indicate orientation of directional prints. Border measurements are the cut size.

![Diagram of Wall Hanging Layout](image)
Holiday Meadow

1. Cut the following for Table Topper:

Fabric B - Referring to the quilt image, fussy cut (4) 2-1/4” x 46 1/2” holly stripe borders the length of fabric parallel to selvage.

Fabric D - Cut (5) 2-1/2” strips, subcut (4) 2-1/2” x 18-1/2” pieces and (8) 2-1/2” x 12-1/2” pieces.

Fabric E - Cut (1) 3-1/2” strip, subcut (12) 3-1/2” squares.
Cut (2) 2-5/8” strips, subcut (4) 2-5/8” x 9-3/8” pieces and (4) 2-5/8” x 7-1/4” pieces.

Fabric F - Cut (1) 3-7/8” strip, subcut (4) 3-7/8” squares.
Cut (1) 3-1/2” strip, subcut (8) 3-1/2” squares.
Cut (2) 2-5/8” strips, subcut (4) 2-5/8” x 9-3/8” pieces and (4) 2-5/8” x 7-1/4” pieces.
Cut (6) 2-1/2” strips (binding).

Fabric G - PLEASE NOTE: Panels do not always print the size intended. For this pattern, panels have a coping border added then trimmed so they will fit the topper correctly. Fussy cut 1/4” beyond outside edges of 4 panels to approximately 11-1/2” x 16-1/2”.

Fabric H - Cut (2) 6-5/8” strips.
Cut (1) 3-7/8” strip, subcut (2) 3-7/8” squares and (4) 3-1/2” x 6-1/2” pieces.

Fabric I - Cut (1) 2-1/2” strip, subcut (4) 2-1/2” squares and (4) 2-1/4” squares.
Cut (3) 2” strips, subcut (8) 2” x 12” strips.
Cut (4) 1-1/2” strips, subcut (8) 1-1/2” x 19-1/2” strips.

Fabric J - Cut (1) 6-7/8” strip, subcut (4) 6-7/8” squares [then cut in half diagonally for 8 triangles] and (1) 6-1/2” square.
Cut (2) 3-7/8” strips, subcut (14) 3-7/8” squares, then cut 8 squares in half diagonally for 16 triangles.
Cut (1) 3-1/2” strip, subcut (4) 3-1/2” x 6-1/2” pieces and (4) 3-1/2” squares.

Arrows indicate orientation of directional prints.
Letters in italics indicate wrong side of fabric.

2. Piecing Order for Table Topper:

1. Stitch Fabric I 2” x 12” strips to sides of Fabric G panel. Trim strip ends even. Add 1-1/2” x 19-1/2” Fabric I strips to top and bottom of panel. Trim bordered panel to 12-1/2” x 18-1/2” (unfinished). Make a total of four Block 1.

2. Draw a diagonal line on the back of 12 Fabric E and 8 Fabric F 3-1/2” squares and 6 Fabric J 3-7/8” squares.

3. Place a marked Fabric E 3-1/2” square right sides together on a corner of the Fabric J 6-1/2” square. Stitch on the marked line. Trim seam to 1/4” then press open. Repeat on remaining 3 corners make 1 Unit 1 (6-1/2” square unfinished).

4. Place a marked Fabric E 3-1/2” square on 1 end of a Fabric H 3-1/2” x 6-1/2” rectangle, right sides together. Stitch along marked line. Trim seam to 1/4”. Press triangle out. Repeat on other end of rectangle with diagonal line turned as shown to make Unit 2. Make a total of 4 Unit 2 (3-1/2” x 6-1/2” unfinished).

5. In the same manner as Step 4, make 4 Unit 3, using Fabric F 3-1/2” squares and Fabric J 3-1/2” x 6-1/2” pieces.

6. Place a marked Fabric J 3-7/8” square right sides together with a Fabric F 3-7/8” square. Stitch 1/4” on both sides of the marked line. Cut on the marked line and press open for 2 Unit 4. Make a total of 8 Unit 4 (3-1/2” square unfinished).
7. In the same manner as Step 6, make 4 Unit 5 using Fabric J and Fabric H 3-7/8" squares.

8. Arrange (1) Unit 1, (4) each Units 2, 3, and 5, (8) Unit 4, and (4) 3-1/2" Fabric J squares into 5 rows as shown. Stitch into rows, then sew rows together for Block 2 (18-1/2" square unfinished).


10. Mark a line on the BACK of 4 Fabric F 2-5/8" x 7-1/4" pieces, starting 2-5/8" from the left end and up to the corner as shown. Trim off corners. Repeat with 4 Fabric E 2-5/8" x 7-1/4" pieces.

11. Place a Fabric J 3-7/8" triangle right sides together along the trimmed edge of a Fabric F 7-1/4" piece as shown. Stitch with a 1/4" seam allowance and press open for Unit 6. Make 4 Unit 6.

12. In the same manner as Step 11, use Fabric J 3-7/8" triangles and Fabric E 7-1/4" trimmed pieces to make 4 Unit 7.

13. Place a Fabric J 3-7/8" triangle right sides together along the trimmed edge of a Fabric F 9-3/8" piece as shown. Stitch with a 1/4" seam allowance and press open for Unit 8. Make 4 Unit 8.


15. Mark measurements (from the left end) on 2 Fabric H 6-5/8" strips as shown, then connect the markings and cut out the 4 triangles.

16. Sew a Unit 6 to a Fabric H 6-5/8" triangle as shown. Add a Unit 8, then add a Unit 7 and a Unit 9. Sew on 2 Fabric J 6-7/8" triangles as shown to complete Block 3 (12-1/2" square unfinished). Make 4 Block 3.

17. Refer to Table Topper Layout (Page 4) for arrangement and placement of blocks, sashing and borders.

18. Arrange all blocks, (4) 2-1/2" x 18-1/2" Fabric D strips, 8 Fabric D 2-1/2" x 12-1/2" strips, and 4 Fabric I 2-1/2" squares in 5 rows. Sew together into rows. Sew rows together to complete table topper center (46-1/2" square unfinished).

Letters in italics indicate wrong side of fabric.
Arrows indicate orientation of directional prints.
19. Stitch 2-1/4" x 46-1/2" **Fabric B** borders to right and left sides of quilt center. Sew 2-1/4" **Fabric I** squares to both ends of (2) 2-1/2" x 46-1/2" **Fabric B** borders then add these to the top and bottom of table topper center.

20. The Table Topper measures approximately 49-1/2" square (unfinished). Make backing (**Fabric K**) approximately 8" larger than the Topper.

21. Layer and baste Table Topper, batting, and backing together. Quilt as desired. Attach binding (**Fabric F**) and enjoy!!
Q1893 Holiday Meadow
by Pink Chandelier

Fabric Chart & Yardage Needed:
W=Wall Hanging, T= Table Topper

Fabric A (24” x 43”)
Q1893-70428-279
W 2/3 yd. (1 panel)

Fabric B (24” repeat)
Q1893-70430-273 **
W 1-1/2 yds. T 1-5/8 yds.

Fabric C
Q1893-70431-273
W 1/3 yd.

Fabric D
Q1893-70436-222
W 1/8 yd. T 1/2 yd.

Fabric E
Q1893-70436-777
W 1 yd. T 3/8 yd.
(incl. binding)

Fabric F (Essentials)
Q1825-85507-777
W 1/3 yd. T 1-1/8 yds.
(incl. binding)

Fabric G (24” x 43”)
Q1893-70429-297
W 1/3 yd. T 2/3 yd.

Fabric H
Q1893-70432-793
T 5/8 yd.

Fabric I
Q1893-70434-100
T 5/8 yd.

Fabric J
Q1893-70435-259
T 2/3 yd.

Fabric K (backing only)
Q1893-70433-773
W 2-2/3 yds. T 3-1/3 yds.

** 1 5/8 yds of Fabric B is enough to make both projects.